Capturing local hearts

2021: A year to splurge

The strive for a smarter, more sustainable way of travelling has arose amid the
pandemic, and tourism players in AsiaPacific are taking action to go the extra
green mile

No longer a forgotten part of Indonesia’s
tourism history, the regencies of Wonosobo and Banyumas are gaining new likes
for their adventure and nature offerings,
aided by improved road access

Travellers across six key global source
markets are eager to leave home this year
and catch up on lost vacation time, with
more on the hunt for experiences pricier
than their usual trips
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Taking cruise control
Although the pandemic has frozen travel and tourism over
in 2020, the cruise industry has proven its resilience and
is seeing success in rebuilding cruise confidence among
travellers and the trade here in Asia
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Hate matters

Anti-Asian Hate is influencing travel intentions

S
Karen Yue
Group Editor
karen.yue@ttgasia.com
www.linkedin.com/in/karenyuesf/

Unlike the AAPI community
who has to face the problem
at home, the Asian travelling
community has a choice of
where they want to holiday.
And they will very likely
pick somewhere safe and
welcoming.

hall we take a moment to talk
about the Anti-Asian Hate movement that is raging in the US? On
the surface, it seems to have a distant relation to travel and tourism since
these hate crimes are mostly aimed at the
resident Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) community.
However, look just a little deeper and
you will realise it has a significant effect on
travel and tourism.
When I did a profile interview late last
year with Olivier-Henry Biabaud, CEO of
TCI Research, who founded the Resident
Sentiment Index model to help destinations gauge and benchmark the level of
tourism support they have in their community, he told me that residents are the
face of a destination, and it only takes a
minority of angry residents who lash out
against tourists and tourism to establish a
bad reputation for the destination, which
will be long and pricey to repair.
Of course, Olivier was then commenting specifically about destination residents
who are opposed to the concept of tourism
in their backyard, and not racism-fuelled
hate crimes. But for Asian consumers
across the globe watching news about the
US’s Anti-Asian Hate movement and taking in social media posts by AAPI citizens
who are coming out with their own stories
of abuse, there is little difference. Many
would wonder if their skin would attract
the same treatment should they go to the
destination as tourists.
This consideration will resurface when
they make their travel plans for the future.
That’s not just my imagination – a recent survey by Dragon Trail International

on Chinese traveller sentiments found
that friendliness towards Chinese travellers ranked first as a travel decision influencer by 65 per cent of respondents. That
consideration outranks other critical factors such as zero confirmed Covid-19 cases, the absence of mandatory quarantines,
flight resumption and personal access to a
Covid-19 vaccine.
The same study, conducted from February 22 to March 3 this year, also found
that more than 80 per cent of respondents
rated the US as unsafe.
Unfriendliness to travellers can come
in a wide spectrum, from a lack of understanding about their unique needs, such
as dominant language and diet, to petty
and deliberate negligence by service staff,
and to severe and possibly fatal attacks.
Many people who have visited, studied
or lived in the US as well as AAPI citizens
have come forth with their own positive
experiences of hospitality and friendship,
in hopes of highlighting the presence of a
welcoming majority.
Unfortunately, these messages are
drowned out by bad news, which gather
the most social media momentum.
With travel in a pandemic era, and even
in the post-vaccination era, so much more
tedious to arrange, how many consumers
would risk ruining their rare leisure trip
with a possible unfriendly experience?
Unlike the AAPI community who has to
live with and battle the problem at home,
the Asian travelling community has a
choice of where they want to holiday.
And they will likely pick somewhere
safe, welcoming, and worth their time and
money.
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13 2021: A year to splurge

Travellers across six key global source markets are
eager to leave home this year and catch up on lost
vacation time, with more on the hunt for experiences
pricier than their usual trips

Since 2002, TTG Asia Media has honoured luminaries that have won
the prestigious TTG Travel Award for at least 10 consecutive times
for the same award title in the
Travel Hall of Fame.
At present, these exceptional organisations
and their years of induction are:
• Singapore Airlines Limited (2002)
• Singapore Changi Airport (2002)
• Hertz Asia Pacific (2005)
• Royal Cliff Hotels Group - The State of Exclusivity
& Fascination (2006)
• Star Cruises (2008)
• Sabre Asia Pacific Pte Ltd (2009)
• SilkAir (Singapore) Private Limited (2010)
• Lotte Tour (2011)
• Hong Kong International Airport (2013)
• Raffles Hotel Singapore (2013)
• Regal Airport Hotel (2015)
• Banyan Tree Spa (2015)
• Qatar Airways (2016)
• Thai Airways International Public Company Limited (2016)
• Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau (2016)
• Royal Plaza on Scotts (2018)
• Royal Caribbean International (2018)
• Best Western Hotels & Resorts (2019)
• Travelport (2019)
TTG Asia Media is pleased to announce that it has
set up a virtual TTG Travel Hall of Fame (www.ttgtravelhof.
com), which will enable us to showcase the accolades, artefacts and
memorabilia of the region’s most exceptional travel organisations in
a far more effective way and to a global audience.
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Regeneration rising
The strive for a smarter, more sustainable way of travelling has arose amid the pandemic, and tourism
players in Asia-Pacific are taking action to go the extra green mile. By Cheryl Ong

An experience at
Elephant Conservation
Center in Laos are
among responsible
products identified by
Asian Trails, as part of
its enhanced focus on
regenerative tourism

M

ove over, sustainable
travel. The pandemic
has birthed a call for a
model of tourism that
builds back better by going one step
further than the motto of reaching
net-zero. Regenerative tourism, the
latest buzzword to enter the green
scene, calls for a paradigm shift long
overdue. Seen as a leap forward from
simply developing tourism sustainably, regenerative tourism encourages
travellers to leave a place better than
they found it.
“Regenerative tourism gives back
more than it takes. It should create
measurable beneficial impacts for local community and ecosystems,” explained Jeffery Smith, vice president
of sustainability for Six Senses Hotels
Resorts Spa.
“The goal of sustainability is to
minimise negative impacts in these
areas to the point where that business is able to survive. Regenerative
tourism seeks to maximise the positive impacts; it should thrive.”
As tourism slowly emerges from
the shackles of Covid-19, more
stakeholders are sounding the call for
the industry to build back better. Last
June, six NGOs including the Centre
for Responsible Travel and Sustainable Travel International united as
the Future of Tourism Coalition with
the goal of placing destination needs
at the centre of tourism’s new future.

Twenty-two industry stakeholders, including tour operators like G
Adventures and The Travel Corporation, NTOs such as the Jordan Tourism Board, and NGOs like the World
Wildlife Fund, have committed to
the coalition’s 13 guiding principles. These include choosing quality
over quantity, demanding fair income distribution, mitigating climate impacts, closing the loop on
resources, and operating business
responsibly.
Booking agency Regenerative
Travel released a white paper in December 2020 exploring how travel
and hospitality stakeholders can
employ regenerative principles to
benefit both their surrounding areas
and the local communities, without
causing further damage. Included are
case studies from hotels like Six Senses and Gal Oya Lodge in Sri Lanka
which may have been practicing regeneration, without explicitly using
that terminology.
Five regenerative principles are detailed in the paper, including whole
systems thinking which considers
all stakeholders in every decision,
as well as the ripple effect those
choices have on both animate and
inanimate systems; honouring sense
of place which entails adopting a holistic understanding of places; as well
as community inclusion and partnership.

Ramping up the
regeneration focus
Some Asia-Pacific tourism stakeholders, long focused on a regenerative model, are making strides in
progressing such efforts.
One such player is Asian Trails,
which has always held regeneration
close to its heart, but had tagged
such actions as “responsible tourism”
and “sustainable tourism”, shared
its group sustainability coordinator,
Ameer Virani.
“The move towards talking about
regeneration came as a result of the
The benefits
for tourism
players that
shift to a regenerative
model include reduced
risk in the
marketplace
as well as
increased
support from
local stakeholders and
more reliable
supply chains.
JEFFERY SMITH
Vice president of
sustainability,
Six Senses Hotels
Resorts Spa

launch of the regenerative travel
movement in mid-2020 and growing awareness of the term and what
it means. This helps us communicate
more accurately what we are trying
to do,” he added.
With a greater focus on regeneration, in July 2020, Asian Trails
embarked on a rigorous evaluation
process of all its day excursions, multi-day tours and animal experiences
to identify its most responsible products, shared Virani.
Among other criteria, its evaluation guidelines consider direct support to small and social businesses,
eco-friendly accommodation and
transport, supporting communitybased tourism, and financial or inkind contributions to social or environmental causes.
Virani said these guidelines will
also help its staff develop more regenerative products in future. “Our
process is, of course, not an exact science but we really want to highlight
those products that we believe have
net positive outcomes on local people and places,” he added.
As well, the company launched
a refillable water bottle initiative in
early 2020, which has yet to be fully
implemented due to the pandemic.
Virani explained that with the initiative, beyond the aim of reducing
the use of single-use plastic bottles
– an instance of sustainability – the
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company intends to also regenerate
by donating US$1 from the sale of
each refillable water bottle to a local
drinking water or plastic reduction
project to ensure wider community
and environmental benefits.
Another DMC that also leveraged
the pandemic pause to rethink its
priorities is Discova. “We needed to
reflect on the impact tourism has on
our communities and the environment. This has allowed us to take
things one step further than a mere
sustainable tourism model, focusing
instead on a regenerative model,” said
Eileen Yee, regional general manager
- Cambodia, Japan, Myanmar, Singapore and Education Travel, Discova.
In line with that new vision, Discova has undertaken a reforestation
programme in Siem Reap to help regenerate the local environment, and
started working with communities
in Bali to grow organic vegetables,
diversifying their crops in a mutually
beneficial way.
Going down the regenerative
route too is Six Senses, which has
committed funding outside hotel
operations designed to give back at
the local level, on projects with clear
objectives for local communities and
ecosystems, shared Smith.
For instance, the group has installed free filters for local communities at Six Senses Yao Noi in Thailand,
providing more than 105,000 people
with access to clean drinking water.
Six Senses involves guests in its regenerative programming, said Smith.
Since 2019, guests at Six Senses Con
Dao in Vietnam has helped release
endangered sea turtle hatchlings out
to sea on the resort’s very own beach,
via partnership with the national
park.
As well, all Six Senses have an
Earth Lab dedicated to schooling
guests on its sustainability efforts
through free workshops to learn tips
like plastic reduction at home, crafty
upcycling, and gardening. Guests
also enjoy complimentary visits with
community partner organisations
and scientists to learn about regeneration projects outside the hotel.
Last August, Six Senses Yao Noi
launched the Junior Eco Warrior
programme for young guests to contribute in the preservation and regeneration of the island’s flora and
fauna. Ways they can do so include
sowing seeds, picking trash on the
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Above: Tree-planting initiatives are offered to junior guests at Six Senses Yao Noi

beach and DIY-ing them into treasure, as well as building nests from recycled timber for the resort’s resident
hornbills.

... purposedriven experiences
will gain a
broader audience (postpandemic)
and become a
bigger market
for us – and
regenerative
tourism will
be a way to
satisfy this
market.
EILEEN YEE
Regional general manager
- Cambodia,
Japan, Myanmar,
Singapore and
Education Travel,
Discova

A regenerative recovery
A post-vaccine return to travel has
been predicted to be one that is
greener and less crowded, driven by
a new breed of more socially conscious travellers. Tourism stakeholders who invest in regenerative principles, therefore, are projected to gain
favour with travellers who will be
searching for more meaningful and
purpose-driven experiences.
“The pandemic has led many to
rethink, reflect on life, and contemplate the impact that we have on the
things around us. This may mean

that travellers will want to derive
more from a holiday than just lazing
on the beach and having fun,” said
Yee.
“Thus, we believe purpose-driven
experiences will gain a broader audience and become a bigger market for
us – and regenerative tourism will be
a way to satisfy this market.”
Having always placed sustainability at its core agenda, Discova intends
to build on that firm foundation to
further its green credentials. “PostCovid, we will make available tour
products that offer travellers more
than just sightseeing, with rewarding experiences that give back to the
communities, help the communities
to grow, and hopefully, serve to regenerate their homes,” said Yee.
As tourism players ready for the
rebound, Smith warned that those
who lag behind the regenerative
curve may ultimately find themselves
on the losing end.
“Those (businesses) which do not
responsibly mitigate negative impacts risk falling behind, and especially if – or when – the shift comes
from inbound operators and OTAs.
Similar to the abrupt shift we saw
with elephant tourism in Thailand,
some businesses may suddenly be left
in the cold,” he said.
“The benefits for tourism players that shift to a regenerative model

include reduced risk in the marketplace as well as increased support
from local stakeholders and more
reliable supply chains.”
Regenerative travel is a long-term
endeavour, and once established,
should reduce strategic risks, added
Smith. “It is much easier to open a
business that ignores externalities
like public health or wildlife habitat,
however, once those are eroded, that
business will struggle to survive,” he
said. “Going beyond risks, regenerative travel adds value to any tourism
product through the fantastic authentic experiences it creates.”
As to how more tourism businesses can be encouraged to adopt
regenerative practices, Virani said:
“Consumers will be able to drive the
regenerative travel trend, along with
local governments who will hopefully play a more active and effective
role in destination management in
the future. A limited number of businesses will set the trend, but others
will only follow if consumers and
those managing destinations drive
them in the right direction.”
He concluded: “Regenerative
tourism is a no-brainer. It is in the
best interests of our destinations and,
as a result, our bottomline. Simply
being sustainable is no longer good
enough and never should have been
considered that way.”

EXPERIENCE THE WONDER S OF SOU THE A ST A SIA
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Above: More remote workers are flocking to sandy beaches and the countryside for workations as the pandemic gives rise to a work-from-anywhere culture

Changing face of
workspaces
The rise of remote working has fuelled an appetite for extended stays among travellers seeking to
escape from work-from-home routines. With that, hospitality players and destinations are adapting
their offerings to tap on the longer-stay trend. By Cheryl Ong

W

ith the global pandemic changing how
people work, travel
and live, the remote
working trend continues to gather
pace, with pristine beaches, expansive villas and even national parks
being pitched as temporary workspaces to a rising breed of digital nomads.
Accommodation across the globe
have reported longer-stay bookings
fuelled by a rising tide of travellers
looking for an escape from lockdown
fatigue or a change in work scenery.
Keen to tap on that growing demand, more hotels and destinations
are rolling out longer-stay packages,
ranging from one month to a year,
with deep discounts and other perks
to please this unusual breed of travellers.

Sweetening the long-stay deal
From free vaccines to five-year visas,
tourism authorities across Asia and
the Middle East are crafting strategies and dangling sweeteners to stir
interest among long-stay tourists.
Dubai has since January started
promoting free vaccines for all UAE
residents as an added perk to its oneyear virtual working programme
launched last October.
Following on, in February, Ras Al
Khaimah Tourism Development Authority rolled out its Live RAK Play
programme, luring remote workers to call the emirate home for one
month to a year. The programme
comprises a host of long-stay offers
across numerous hotels, complete
with free Wi-Fi, discounted rates,
complimentary tickets to attractions,
and other perks.

We see value
in not just
day packages, but also
longer-stay
WFH packages, because
people are
taking this
opportunity
to change up
their environment for a
longer period.
Tom Thrussell
Vice president of
brand, marketing and digital,
Centara Hotels &
Resorts

Similarly, Indonesian tourism officials are looking to tap into the
burgeoning pool of remote workers
facing work-from-home fatigue, in
hopes of reviving the bruised sector.
Once international travel reboots,
Indonesia plans to offer a five-year

visa for international tourists to
carve out a second home in Bali, traditionally one of Asia’s hotspots for
digital nomads.
According to tourism minister
Sandiaga Uno, they can either opt
for an individual package or one for
the family, by making a deposit of
US$142,300 or US$178,000, respectively. The plan targets business owners and travellers who are looking to
escape the cold winters in their native countries by staying at least three
to four months in Bali.
Foreign visitors will be allowed to
work in Indonesia under this visa,
renewable every five years. There are
also plans to extend the programme
to other parts of Indonesia, including Batam, Bintan and others within
the ASEAN Travel Corridor Framework.
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Work from home away
from home
Private tourism stakeholders are also
eager to capitalise on the extended
workcation trend to speed up recovery in the pandemic’s wake.
In February, Hyatt Hotels Corporation launched The Great Relocate,
offering a flat rate for long-term stays
with a minimum 29-day booking for
hotels across South-west Asia, the
Middle East and Europe.
Likewise, Centara Hotels & Resorts in January rolled out Work
From Hotel (WFH) packages in destinations across Thailand, offering
extended stays from two weeks to a
month at reduced rates.
The initiative came about as Centara saw a surge in remote workers,
some with children in tow, looking
to escape for “a significant period of
time” to pastures new such as beaches or the countryside amid the pandemic, said Tom Thrussell, vice president of brand, marketing and digital
at Centara Hotels & Resorts. A trend
was also emerging of Bangkok-based
residents migrating to different areas,
like coastal towns, to escape the city’s
air pollution, he added.
“We see value in not just day packages but also longer-stay WFH packages, because people are taking this
opportunity to change up their environment for a longer period,” he said,
adding that the WFH trend “is here
to stay for the foreseeable future”.
To date, Centara has seen “hundreds” of bookings for its WFH
packages, with top locations being
the drive destinations from Bangkok and Pattaya; and further afield,
Phuket, also known as one of the
areas in Thailand with the finest air
quality, according to Thrussell. Buyers of WFH packages have been a
mix of Thai and expatriate residents.
While Centara also has a homeaway-from-home package offering
three- to six-month stays at slightly
more competitive rates, demand
has been subdued, shared Thrussell.
However, he expects more longer
stays to come into demand once borders reopen.
Over in the Philippines, hotels and
resorts are looking to court digital
nomads booking long-term stays.
To capture this growing segment, an
online booking platform has been
set up by Manila-based hostel owner
Orly Darnayla.
Baybayin Hub, referencing the
word ‘coast’ in Filipino, connects a
portfolio of local hotels and resorts
with a current network of over 1,400
digital nomads seeking medium to
long stays.
Currently, 35 resorts are on the
platform, spanning six locations:
from tourist hotspots like Boracay
and Palawan to the scenic province
of Pangasinan. Listings run the gamut from hostels and beach lodges to
luxury resorts, with rates slashed up
to 80 per cent and prices starting at
US$200 for a month-long stay.
The idea was born out of the pandemic when occupancy at Darnayla’s
hostel plunged from 99 per cent to
zero amid the lockdown. To survive,
he converted his hostel into a coworking and co-living space to tap
the growing pool of remote workers,
digital nomads and freelancers seeking an affordable workspace.
The move allowed Darnayla to
continue operations at a time when
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leisure travel was banned, with only
business travel permitted.
His pivot took off, with revenue
soaring by 20 to 30 per cent – inspiring him to set up Baybayin Hub
to support other hotel operators to
make the same transition. For each
booking made via the site, the platform takes a 15 to 30 per cent cut.
The 25-key Birdland Beach Club,
the first resort to join the platform,
saw occupancy soar from zero to 95
per cent within the first month of
converting into a co-working space.
Gen-Zers and millennials make
up the bulk of the platform’s clientele, with the rest comprising Gen
X business owners and upper-class
families, according to Darnayla.
Under the lockdown, guests were
required to book a minimum onemonth stay in accordance with legal
requirements. But, following the rolling back of restrictions, the platform
now also markets seven-day and
15-day stays. Since its October 2020
launch, over 400 rooms have been
sold on the platform, with 15- to 30day stays making up 98 per cent of
bookings.
Darnayla said he has seen a hike
in longer-stay bookings, with some
guests at lower-end accommodation
opting to extend their month-long
stay for three to six months.
“They will stay longer, especially
when they have found a community
of like-minded professionals to cowork and co-live with,” he said. “Also,
they feel safer staying in our resorts in
the countryside or province because
they are not as crowded as compared
to (those in) big cities.”
Darnayla sees the switch to target
remote workers and digital nomads
as a way to crisis-proof hospitality
businesses, as in the event of another
pandemic, they can continue operating as co-working spaces.
Some of the platform’s resort
partners are now investing to set up
exclusive co-working spaces to cater
for long-stay guests.
More companies are also catching
on to the idea of flexible workspaces.
In March, one of the biggest business
process outsourcing (BPO) companies in the Philippines, with 47,000
employees nationwide, signed up
to the Baybayin Hub platform. As
well, a couple of small, local BPO
companies are also due to come on
board.
Looking ahead, Darnayla plans to
expand Baybayin Hub across Southeast Asia, including countries like Japan, Thailand and Singapore.
Embracing diversification,
differentiation
The entry of more players into the
long-stay market heralds new competition for established serviced
residence providers who are vying
for that same share of extended stay
demand.
To strengthen its position in the
extended stay business and build
the company’s global scale, Ascott –
which manages a range of long-stay
brands, including Ascott The Residence, Somerset, Citadines and coliving brand lyf – has embarked on
various initiatives.
Last June, Ascott expanded into
the rental housing segment in China
to tap on the growing demand from
young, mobile workers as well as returning students from abroad look-

From top: A
remote worker
taking a workation at a
co-living and coworking space
in Bolinao,
Pangasinan;
Centara’s properties across
Thailand, including Centara
Grand Mirage
Beach Resort
Pattaya (above),
now offer extended stays at
reduced rates

ing to rent quality fully furnished
homes in the tier one and tier two
cities on a long-term basis.
“We have secured three rental
housing properties in Shanghai and
Hangzhou, increasing our presence
in China’s high growth rental housing sector,” said Kevin Goh, CapitaLand’s CEO for lodging and Ascott’s
CEO.
Further, the group’s hospitality
trust, Ascott Residence Trust (ART),
will foray into the US student accommodation sector with the acquisition
of an Atlanta property for US$95
million, as it looks to capitalise on
the sector’s resilience amid Covid-19
headwinds. The purpose-built student accommodation, Signature
West Midtown, boasts 525 beds
across 183 units.
“Student accommodation, with
leases that typically last for a year, will
build on our stable income streams,”
said Goh. “It will offer a new platform for growth and also diversify
ART’s portfolio beyond traditional
hospitality assets, mitigating the
near-term headwinds faced in the
hospitality sector.”
To tap on the telecommuting
trend, Ascott also capitalises on its
serviced apartments to feed domestic demand, with the launch of Work

in Residence and Space-as-a-Service
last August in countries such as Singapore, Malaysia, Japan, Australia,
China and Vietnam.
As for Far East Hospitality (FEH),
the company’s segmentation of its
brands based on traveller profiles, instead of demographics or nationalities, has set it apart from its extended
stay competitors, said Arthur Kiong,
CEO of FEH.
For instance, the company’s Village brand targets travellers with a
keen interest on the local culture and
wanting to experience living like a
local, with edible gardens set up in
its Village serviced residences so that
residents can sample local vegetables
in their own backyards.
Meanwhile, its Oasia brand targets
the wellness-conscious traveller.
Post-Covid, Kiong projects that
families are likely to travel together
out of safety considerations and that
travellers will be opting for longer
stays due to the inconveniences of
travel. With the company offering
accommodation options for shorter-term, with a minimum six-night
stay, and extended stays for a minimum of three months, Kiong said
that its serviced residence portfolio is
well poised to meet these evolving
trends.

REPORT: CRUISES
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Taking cruise control
Although the pandemic has frozen travel and tourism over in 2020, the cruise industry has proven its resilience. Pamela Chow finds
out how Asia’s players are rebuilding cruise confidence among travellers and the trade

ior vice president & managing director Asia-Pacific, Oceania Cruises &
Regent Seven Seas Cruises.
“Our 2021 wave offer has also
performed well, demonstrating great
success with Seven Seas Explorer for
voyages around Australia, New Zealand, Asia, and the Mediterranean.
Looking beyond 2021, we have already seen the incredible pent-up
demand for future travel across
Regent Seven Seas Cruises. A good
example of this is our longer Grand
Voyages, which are booking strong,”
said Odell.

Saved by the
syringe

Above: Quantum
of the Seas
has extended
its season for
Singapore to
cater to strong
demand

T

his time last year, Covid-19
anchored holiday ships to
their ports and sailing seasons met an abrupt end. In
the tense months that followed, the
cruise industry was left teetering in
uncertain waters.
Relief could not have come sooner. On July 26, Dream Cruises broke
through the fog with island-hopping
itineraries out of Keelung in Taiwan.
The move proved a success: more
than 25,000 guests flocked to the
decks of Explorer Dream over 22
sailings in two months, signalling to
the industry that Asia’s markets were
more than ready to restart cruising.
Taking cue, the company relaunched World Dream sailings in
Singapore with a collection of Super
Seacation itineraries in November
2020, when the Singapore Tourism
Board started a pilot scheme for
round-trips – but only open to local residents. Royal Caribbean International (RCI) also came on board
with Quantum of the Seas. Both vessels sailed at a reduced capacity of up
to 50 per cent.

Navigating
adversity

Market sentiment is so stable that,
despite a snag in Quantum of the
Seas’ maiden sailing – one passenger
was tested positive for Covid-19 on
board, which later turned out to be
a false positive – demand for sailings
remained largely unfazed.
Angie Stephen, managing director, Asia Pacific, RCI, shared: “Our
bookings have shown that there is
still a strong demand for cruising.
We are seeing a lot of interest from

new-to-cruise consumers as well as
repeat cruisers. Bookings have been
brisk over the past three months. We
have extended the Singapore season
for Quantum of the Seas until June
21 (2021).”
The false positive scare seems
to have only scraped the industry,
as Dream Cruises has also pulled
through relatively unscathed. Michael Goh, president of Dream
Cruises and head of international
sales, Genting Cruise Lines, described: “(In) Singapore, we are all
part of an interconnected and small
cruise industry; the impact of one
cruise line will often have an impact
on another and the industry as a
whole.
“Having said that, overall demand
continues to be encouraging, especially during the school holidays and
the various festive seasons. Riding
on these, we have extended both our
itineraries in Taiwan until October 1
and in Singapore until June 27.”
The key, explained Goh, has been
the education of consumers and
travel partners on safety and preventive measures as well as impressing
how cruising has evolved with the
changing landscape.
For instance, Dream Cruises
has undertaken a higher frequency
and increased levels of sanitisation
and disinfection on board, online
check-in, staggered registration and
mandatory use of contact tracing
through Singapore’s TraceTogether
system.
Similarly, RCI has invited trade
partners to experience the safe way
of cruising on its Ocean Getaways.
This transparency and commitment to safety is “the most impor-

Above: Quantum of the
Seas

Looking beyond 2021,
we have already seen
the incredible pent-up
demand for
future travel
across Regent
Seven Seas
Cruises.
STEVE ODELL
Senior vice
president &
managing director Asia-Pacific,
Oceania Cruises &
Regent Seven Seas
Cruises

tant factor in lifting consumer confidence in cruising”, expressed Joel
Katz, managing director Australasia
& Asia, Cruise Lines International
Association (CLIA). He said: “The
cruise industry’s new global health
protocols are among the most extensive of any industry, (and) they
help foster confidence among governments and travellers alike. The
fact that cruises have been operating
successfully in a carefully managed
environment has done a great deal to
build confidence.”
According to CLIA’s recent consumer research, 74 per cent of cruisers indicated that they were likely to
cruise again in the next few years,
and two out of three respondents
were willing to cruise within a year.
Katz added that this might inspire “a
phased resumption in other countries”.
Already, this confidence has spilled
into the luxury segment, as Regent
Seven Seas reported “record booking days” for its 2023 World Cruise
and 2022-2023 Voyage Collection
launches, revealed Steve Odell, sen-

As Covid-19 vaccinations are progressively rolled out across the globe,
the road to recovery may be paved
even sooner. Katz said: “The roll-out
of vaccines will obviously play a huge
part in the global response to the
pandemic, and advances like this are
very encouraging.”
Already, Crystal has taken the
bold step. In February, it announced
a mandate for all guests and crew to
be fully inoculated at least 14 days
prior to sailing, and in the meantime,
paused its operations through May
for its River fleet, June for its Ocean
ships and August for Crystal Esprit.
Its interim president and CEO, Jack
Anderson, stated the importance of
vaccinations is indicated by “a recent
(survey) of cruisers that revealed
more than 80 per cent of respondents would cruise if a vaccine were
required”.
While it remains to be seen if
other cruise players will follow suit,
the next steps are clearer than ever.
“Importantly, the cruise industry’s
new health measures are designed to
provide extensive protective protocols regardless of vaccination status,”
clarified Katz.
RCI, for instance, has begun to
devise global protocols based on
recommendations from the Healthy
Sail Panel – a taskforce of globally
recognised medical and scientific
experts – such as upgraded heating,
ventilation and air conditioning systems.
More than promising a safe cruising experience, Dream Cruises has
taken time to sharpen the cruise
product. World Dream has become
the first cruise ship in Asia-Pacific to
receive certifications from both the
United World Halal Development
and the Global Vegetarian Certification Services.
Explorer Dream will return to Taiwan for more island-hopping voyages to Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu
Island, with the Bohemian Voyage
theme debuting to offer immersive
activities such as glamping at sea,
the Boho Bazaar and Tarot reading
workshops.
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On the horizon
Dream Cruises and Royal Caribbean International are blazing a trail in
safe cruising resumption in Asia, and more cruise lines are joining in, to the benefit
of cruise fans. S Puvaneswary lists out upcoming cruise options

Princess Cruises

Princess Cruises has scheduled Diamond Princess for a Japan summer season running from July to October 2021,
with 24 departures out from Yokohama.
Itineraries range from five to 19 nights,
with some featuring multiple destinations such as Japan and South Korea, or
Japan,Vladivostok and Korsakov.
Come summer 2022, Diamond Princess will sail out of Yokohama and Kobe
on diverse itineraries spanning from the
southern tropical islands of Okinawa to
the northernmost island of Hokkaido.
There will be 35 departures on offer, from
May through September featuring 31
destinations and four countries – Japan,
South Korea, Russia and Taiwan.
Both summer sailings will present numerous opportunities for passengers to
experience local festivals, such as Kyoto
Gion Festival, Osaka Tenjin Festival,
Tokushima Awa Dance Festival and Kumano Fireworks Festival, in addition to
visits to UNESCO World Heritage sites.
Highlights: Watch out for the MedallionClass Experience coming onboard Diamond Princess’s 2021 and 2022 summer
sailings. A number of new features that
leverage touchless technologies promise
to significantly enhance and personalise
the guest experience, as well as support
new health protocols. This will include
touchless embarkation and disembarkation, highly personalised services, contactless payment, and friends and family
locator, among others. Princess MedallionClass ships also offer speedy Wi-Fi at
sea, utilising VSAT technology that supports movie streaming and live TV.
Diamond Princess will complement
her itineraries out of Japan with onboard
Japanese experiences, such as authentic
Japanese meals at Kai Sushi, soaks in a
traditional Izumi bath that is said to be
the largest Japanese bath at sea, and folk
shows for entertainment.
C
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Agent support: Travel agents continue
to be critical trade partners for Princess
Cruises, and the cruise line has been feeding them with latest news and industry
developments throughout the pandemic,
so that they can better advise their customers. Training is maintained online via
the Princess Academy, while regular contact is made with travel advisors in order
to understand their challenges and have
relevant support crafted when the market
recovers.
Support for planning, sales development and marketing are also provided.

Cunard

Cruisers can look forward to two sailings
to Asia in 2022.
Queen Mary 2 will offer a seven-night
itinerary from Singapore to Hong Kong
from February 11 to 18, with two ports of
call in Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh City and
Chan May.
The Queen Elizabeth will sail on an

A Japanese hot tub onboard
the Diamond Princess
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From left: The Balcony Cabin onboard Cunard’s Queen Elizabeth; Star Cruises’ Star Pisces will kick off Malaysia sailings from May 13

eight-night voyage from Singapore to
Hong Kong from March 24 to April 1, taking in stops for shore excursions in Chan
May and Hanoi.
Highlights: Cunard’s cruise ships are reputed from their British elegance and service standards are sterling.
As the cruise line’s flagship, Queen
Mary 2 holds numerous charms. She
boasts her own onboard micro-brewery
and what is said to be the world’s finest wine cellar at sea – one that houses a
unique collection of 486 fine wines and a
stunning collection of ports, dating back
to 1840.
Equally stunning, but for different reasons, is Illuminations, the ship’s planetarium. The planetarium dome takes guests
on an epic voyage across the solar system
and once retracted, becomes a luxury 3D
cinema or classical music venue.
Bookworms will marvel at Queen Mary
2’s library, which contains about 10,000
books in various languages.
Outstanding experiences onboard the
Queen Elizabeth include a large conservatory inspired by the famous hothouses of
Kew Gardens, afternoon tea at the Queen’s
Room and a game of croquet – all for a
quintessential British holiday.
Agent support: Communication and
training is a continuous process that is
taken seriously at the Cunard, and efforts
to plan and develop future co-funded
marketing activities with travel agent
partners have not ceased despite the pandemic.

Royal Caribbean
International

This year, Royal Caribbean International
operates two- to four-night cruise-tonowhere Ocean Getaways onboard the
Quantum of the Seas. These are exclusive
to Singapore residents, and are available
until June 21.
Highlights: Quantum of the Seas boasts
unique onboard products for entertainment. RipCord by iFLY, which offers a
skydiving experience at sea, is iconic, and
so is the North Star observation capsule
that offers a 360-degree view from more
than 91m above sea level.
Endless fun onboard continues at SeaPlex, the largest indoor sports and entertainment complex at sea and home to
bumper cars, a roller-skating rink, a rock
climbing wall and more.
Over at the Bionic Bar, drinks are made
by robotic bartenders.
Performances are transformed in the
Two70 multimedia theatre, where cutting-edge technology turns two-storey
high windows into beautiful scenes,
while aerialists and robots bring the space
to life.
Dining experiences never gets old on
the ship, thanks to 18 restaurant concepts.

Agent support: Believing that it is only
a matter of time that other destinations
will resume safe cruising, Royal Caribbean International continues to engage
travel partners on a regular basis. Industry
trends as well as information on updated
health and safety protocols and cruise
experience for guests are frequently
shared.
The cruise line continues to invite many
travel trade partners on Ocean Getaways
to have them experience safe cruising.
For now, Royal Caribbean International is encouraging travel planners to
focus on the individual incentive travel
segment, as that will likely bounce back
before large group travel, as well as newto-cruise consumers.

Dream Cruises

World Dream offers a series of two- and
three-Night Super Seacation itineraries
out of Singapore from now until June 27,
2021.
Meanwhile, Explorer Dream continues
with her round-island sailings in Taiwan,
from March 7 until October 1, 2021. Options include the four-night PenghuKinmen-Matsu Island cruise; the fournight Penghu-Kinmen-Hualien cruise;
and a combination of two-night cruises
to Hualien, Penghu, Kinmen or Matsu
Island.
World Dream’s cruise experience is
made more enticing with special themes
that are built on traditional and pop culture from South Korea and Thailand as
well as gastronomy.
Onboard Explorer Dream, a taste of
cultures and activities from around the
world is dished out. This allows cruisers to
‘visit’ iconic destinations, such as Hawaii
and the Nordic region, on a single excursion.

It will offer a two-night Langkawi Escape and a series of one-night Straits of
Malacca cruises.
Cruisers on the Langkawi Escape will
get 10 hours of port time to explore the
resort island, while those choosing the
Straits of Malacca Cruise will be able to
see all types of marine vessels in the Straits
of Malacca, the busiest straits in the world.
Highlights: Star Pisces is packed with
entertainment, dining and shopping options. There are six restaurants and bars,
two swimming pools, a Jacuzzi, a running
track, and the Galaxy of the Stars entertainment centre.
Agent support: Parent company Genting
Cruise Lines has been working closely
with travel agent partners across the
region. Regular updates and training on
the new norms of cruising are provided.

Costa Cruises

Costa Firenze will make her maiden call
in South-east Asia in 4Q2021, with 13 departures from November 20 to January 8,
2022.
On offer are three-night roundtrips out
of Singapore to Malaysia and four-night
roundtrips from Singapore to Malaysia
and Thailand. There will also be threenight roundtrips from Laem Chabang in
Thailand to Cambodia’s Sihanoukville
or Thailand’s Koh Samui, and four-night

roundtrips from Laem Chabang to Vietnam’s Phu My.
Thematic itineraries are planned to coincide with Christmas and New Year festivities in 2022.
Cruisers looking for variety should
keep an eye out for the Tropical Paradise
Cruise, with four departures planned out
of Singapore to Malaysia and Thailand;
and the Amazing Strait Cruise from Singapore on December 11 and December
25, 2021 to Melaka and Klang, both in
Malaysia.
Highlights: Costa ships take pride in their
authentic Italian atmosphere. There are
six themed zones, taking guests from the
Renaissance period to modern day Florence, and its high fashion and elegance.
In fact, the ship’s name is dedicated to the
beautiful city of Florence and the interior
design is inspired by it.
Costa Firenze is great for families, with
plenty of activities – including a water
park, exploration park and a Rope Garden – to keep everyone entertained. Come
evening, catch stunning shows or take to
the dance floor.
Agent support: Costa Asia has maintained a line of communications with
travel agent partners, feeding them information on the resumption of cruise
schedules, itinerary planning and safety
protocols. Online training courses have
also remained throughout the pandemic.

Highlights: Muslim and vegetarian guests
will enjoy peace of mind when travelling
onboard World Dream, which has been
certified by both the United World Halal
Development (UNWHD) and the Global
Vegetarian Certification Services. The
UNWHD certification encompasses not
only cuisine but the overall Halal lifestyle
onboard the ship.
Agent support: Parent company Genting Cruise Lines has been working closely
with travel agent partners across the region, especially in key markets like Taiwan
and Singapore where safe cruising has
resumed since July and November 2020
respectively. Regular updates and training on the new norms of cruising are provided.

Star Cruises

Star Pisces will become the first ship to
resume sailing in Malaysia, departing
from Penang starting May 13, at the start
of the Hari Raya Aidilfitri Holidays.

From top: World Dream calls at Singapore; Costa Firenze’s Ristorante dei Medici
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Above: Go on offroad Jeep rides in Banyumas

Destination

Revival of two cities
No longer a forgotten part of Indonesia’s tourism history, the regencies of Wonosobo and Banyumas are
gaining new likes for their adventure and nature offerings, aided by improved road access. By Mimi Hudoyo

O

nce upon a time, Wonosobo and Banyumas in
Central Java were favourites of European travellers
who were drawn to the Baturraden
mountains, Dieng Plateau and Hindu temples in the areas. Over time,
the appeal waned, as these travellers
were lured away by scenic train rides
between Bandung and Jogjakarta.
However, completion of TransJava toll roads connecting major cities in the province at end-2018 has
injected new life into two destinations. Domestic road trips across Java
have flourished along with a growing
presence of new hotels such as those
managed by Indonesian company
Dafam Hotels & Resorts in secondand third-tier cities across Central
Java.
With international borders shut
during the pandemic, Indonesian
residents took to touring their own
backyard, allowing the domestic road

trip segment to rebound as soon as
movement restrictions were lifted
and attractions were once again allowed to welcome vsitors in mid2020.
Encouraged by the strong domestic interest, the regency government
and industry players are taking the
opportunity to refresh their product
offerings.
Building on Banyumas’s natural
adventurous appeal, the regency government intends to use 200 billion
rupiah (US$14,286) from the postCovid-19 National Economic Fund
for attraction development. It aims
to leverage the area’s beloved Baturraden mountains and the 200 waterfalls within to attract visitors.
These efforts will complement the
range of nature attractions managed
by Palawi Risorsis, a subsidiary of
Perhutani, a state-own company of
the Ministry of Environment and
Forestry. They include the Pancuran

(The new attractions)
could eventually attract
international
travellers
(should the
regencies
create) facilities suitable
for the target
(overseas)
markets.
PRANOTO HADI
PRAYITNO
Director,
Citra Gilang Tour

Tujuh hot springs and adventure activities like trekking, offroad drives
and camping.
With tourism in the government’s
long-term vision, Achmad Husein,
the regent of Banyumas, said the
construction of a botanical garden
in Baturraden will kick off development plans this year. Along with
the gardens, water sports facilities
in Purwokerto city and a floating
market along Serayu River will materialise. Two docks have already been
built along the river to facilitate this
development.
Visitors to Banyumas can also
look forward to a new eco-printing
facility that is part of the Bruwun
Alas Village Education programme.
Here, visitors can observe community members print cloth using dyes
and leaves collected from around
the village. They can even print their
own cloth souvenir.
“These will give travellers alterna-

tive attractions beyond Baturraden
(mountains),” said Achmad.
Over at Wonosobo and the neighbouring Temanggung area, local authorities are riding on the region’s
newfound fame in coffee bean production, which has won international recognition through competitions.
Today, taking a tour of a coffee
plantation and learning to pick coffee beans and then brew a hot cuppa
is a fresh tourist offering.
Two Heart Coffee, a home industry and coffee shop located in the
Posong area, about 20 minutes by car
from Wonosobo city, beckons visitors with a chance to roast, brew and
taste the famous Kopi Posong and
sample local sweets while learning
about the history of the local coffee
industry.
After acquiring a caffeine boost,
visitors can proceed to the Posong
Recreational Park on the slopes of
Sindoro Mountain. Opened in 2019,
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Above: Learn to brew a cup of Kopi
Posong

the park comprises a recreational area,
camping and glamping grounds. It is
loved for its sun rise and sun set views.
Zuniyanto, Posong Recreational
Park manager, said glamping groups
often arrive in the afternoon to take in
views of the tobacco and tea plantations
before catching the sunset glows and
indulging in a barbecue dinner over a
bonfire. Come morning, the group will
watch the sun rise over the horizon,
have breakfast and partake in activities
such as team-building games or plantation tours.
Zuniyanto recalled that a 2017 film,
Filosofi Kopi, had propelled Posong into
the spotlight. With the opening of the
park, a number of tour operators from
Yogyakarta and Central Java streamed
in with travellers from the Netherlands,
Germany and Malaysia.
Pranoto Hadi Prayitno, director of
Citra Gilang Tour, said recent tourism
developments in Wonosobo and Banyumas are perfect for the domestic tourism markets.
“But they could eventually attract international travellers with new facilities
developed with specific target markets
in mind. The hot springs in Baturraden,
for example, could attract the Japanese
crowd if onsen-like facilities were created,” he suggested.
He also encouraged local travel
companies to promote Wonosobo and
Banyumas to regional markets through
travel tradeshows, and avoid relying on
traditional European markets as international travel resumes.

1

What’s hot

Fresh pickings
New tourism experiences continue to emerge in Indonesia, discovers Mimi Hudoyo
1 Air access of a different
kind
A flying taxi service is now
available at Soekarno-Hatta
International Airport. Operated
by Whitesky Aviation, the helicopter service takes passengers
between the airport’s heliport
to 72 spots across the JakartaBogir-Depok-Tangerang-Bekasi
(Jabodetabek) areas. Tariffs
start from eight million rupiah
(US$571) per flight, with capacity for two and four passengers.
Chartered service for larger
groups of up to eight is also
available.

2 Go offroad in Baturraden
Palawi Risorsis and Mitra Jaga
Wana operate the Offroad Safari
Adventure Baturraden, a jeep
tour that goes along the slope
of Mount Slamet, in Central
Java’s Baturraden. Three treks
are offered, two of which are
designed for easy family fun
while one is aimed at the more
adventurous. The offroad tours
run between one and three
hours – or longer with more
track challenges, and cost from
350,000 rupiah to 650,000
rupiah per vehicle bearing three
passengers.

3 Archipelago’s first
boutique line

Above: Eco-printing activity
at Banyumas

Archipelago International
has launched Aston Cilegon
Boutique Hotel in Cilegon, West
Java – the company’s first boutique hotel product. There are
103 studios and suites, many
with kitchenettes. All studios
feature Google Nest Hub for
voice-controlled in-room assistance, ensuring maximum guest
convenience and minimum
physical contact. For a spot of
indulgence, Suite Ofuro charms
with a private Japanese-style
bath.
Elsewhere in the hotel are
Ginger Lily restaurant which
serves Asian and international

3
dishes, Tapas private dining restaurant, and an event space for
up to 460 guests.

4 Make time to heal
Four Seasons Resort Bali at
Jimbaran Bay has opened its new
Healing Village Spa following a
major 18-month renovation. The
two-storey building contains 10
all-suite spa rooms. Treatments
are said to fuse ancient wisdom
with modern science, using light
and sound, thermal and colour
therapy, plants and gemstones to
complement traditional healing
methods.
A highlight of the Healing Village Spa is the Longevity Garden,
a private DIY treatment space
where couples can enjoy selfdirected healing and nourish each
other with local organic products
such as Indonesian volcanic mud
wraps and coconut soap.

5 Ticket to activities
Online travel booking site Tiket.
com has launched Tiket To Do,

catering to customers in search
of online and offline activities
during their vacation. A range of
products is available across 10
categories, such as attractions,
tours and transportation.
Vendors and operators featured in Tiket To Do have a TiketClean label indicating guaranteed
compliance to health and hygiene
protocols.
Tiket.com will add a virtual
tour service in the near future.

TTG Travel Trade Publishing is
proud to be the travel trade media partner of the ASEAN Tourism Competitive Committee,
working together to support
the ASEAN Tourism Marketing
Strategy and promote ASEAN
destinations for tourism and
business events
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2021: A year to splurge
Travellers across six key global source markets are eager to leave home this year and catch up on
lost vacation time, with more on the hunt for experiences pricier than their usual trips

haveseen/shutterstock

A

fter a year of being homebound, travellers are looking to level up their travel
plans in 2021 by splurging
on luxury accommodation and destinations, and taking multiple trips,
according to a TripAdvisor study.
The research was based on global

traveller search behaviours and sentiment data across six markets, namely,
the US, the UK, Australia, Italy, Japan
and Singapore.
It found that having sacrificed
vacation time in 2020, people want
to make this year count by spending more on luxury lodging and

1

Above: TripAdvisor search data
reveals travellers in Brazil,
Germany and
Spain yearning
for a holiday in
sunny Maldives

far-flung destinations. Out with the
weekend backpacking and budget
hotels, and in with the beachside villas and picture-perfect locations.
Despite the financial impact of
Covid-19 hitting many hard, in the
first three weeks of January, global travellers on TripAdvisor were
searching for pricier trips than they
had during the same period in the
past two years.
In fact, the average cost of a single future trip in 2021 that travellers
globally are planning on TripAdvisor
has jumped 13 per cent since January 2019. In the UK and Singapore,
that rises even more significantly, to
an increase of 64 per cent and 45 per
cent, respectively, since 2019.
When looking at the international
destinations showing the biggest
increase in hotel searches for trips
planned in 2021, based on searches
in the first two weeks of January
(versus the same period in 2020), it is
clear to see where some of those dollars may be going.
In Asia-Pacific, travellers are longing for high-end trips to visit cities
like Singapore, Bangkok and Dubai.
Meanwhile, travellers in Brazil, Germany and Spain prefer the overwater
bungalows and pristine waters of
Bora Bora and the Maldives.

2

These same trends can be seen in
the destinations that are popping up
on the TripAdvisor travel wishlist –
spots people have been “saving” on
the platform in the last 12 months.
Some of the projected increased
travel spend seen on TripAdvisor extends to the choice of accommodation, with more than one in ten (11
per cent) global travellers planning
to splurge on accommodation in
2021.
In fact, of the six nations surveyed,
travellers from Singapore and the US
are the most likely to have already
booked a luxury hotel stay in 2021
– almost one in five have already
done so (19 per cent and 18 per
cent, respectively), compared to
the global average of one in seven
(14 per cent).
Search behaviour for luxe accommodations on TripAdvisor in January 2021 also reveal high search demand for luxury beach resorts and
luxury spa resorts – which appeared
to be recovering the fastest year-onyear.
The 2021 travel splurge is also apparent in the number of trips travellers plan to take throughout the year.
More than a quarter of Singaporeans
(28 per cent) surveyed said that they
plan to take three or more international trips in 2021 – this is ahead of
the global average of 24 per cent.
Val Anthony, senior research analyst, Tripadvisor, said: “2020 was a
year the world’s horizons narrowed
by necessity, but that has only made
travellers everywhere more determined than ever to spend big on
adventure and exploration in 2021,
and we are seeing that in the trips
millions are planning around the
world.”

3

Here and now
Asia’s latest luxury hotels are going hyperlocal to fill the void of overseas experiences, with stunning results, finds Karen Yue
1 The Clan Hotel Singapore
Opened March 1, The Clan Hotel
Singapore takes guests into old
Singapore, when early Chinese migrants found support, hospitality and
familiarity of home in the welcoming
embrace of clan houses. Beyond this
backstory that influences much of
the hotel’s service philosophy, the
324-key luxury hotel in the heart of
Singapore’s business district provides
guests with an opportunity to appreciate the varied architecture, culture
and history of the Far East Square
and Telok Ayer heritage precinct
where the hotel sits.
Curated precinct tours crafted and
led by hotel associates – known as
Clan Keepers – with a passionate understanding of local history promise
a lasting and outstanding impression

of the destination and stay. These
tours are reserved for guests of the
hotel’s signature Master Series rooms.
Master Series privileges include airport check-in, luxury airport transfers,
personal concierge services, as well as
access to the hotel’s Inner Circle Guide
– recommendations across services,
dining, nightlife and entertainment
options, with surprise perks to be
discovered.

2 Wanderlust
The debuting property of the new
brand, The Unlimited Collection
by Oakwood, Wanderlust merges
old world charm with modern day
comforts through its occupation
of a heritage 1920s Art Deco style
conservation building and delivery of
guest experiences designed to reflect

Singapore’s unique multiracial and
multicultural identity. Experiences
lined up for guests since its March 1
opening include a culinary exploration of Little India where the hotel is
located; an interactive leathercraft
workshop, conducted by Crafune, a
homegrown Singaporean brand; and a
locally-inspired Kombucha workshop
that uses ingredients sourced in Singapore.

3 Six Senses Fort Barwara
The latest Six Senses sanctuary occupies what was once a 14th century fort
owned by the Rajasthani Royal Family.
Significant conservation efforts have
been made to retain and reinterpret
the structure’s splendour and regal
ambience.
When it opens as Six Senses Fort

Barwara in September 2021, the
hotel will feature two restaurants,
a bar and lounge, a 2,800m2 Six
Senses Spa and fitness centre,
two swimming pools and 48 suites
within the site’s original walls.
Landscaping will reflect the fort’s
royal history through the integration
of traditional gardens and water
features.
Beyond the physical marvel of
the property, guests can appreciate
the destination through customised
heritage walks to discover Fort
Barwara and nearby villages; enjoy
a picnic at Banas River and tiger
safari at Ranthambore National
Park before settling down for a
movie classic at the hotel’s outdoor
Cinema Paradiso; go star-gazing; or
retreat into wellness programmes.

